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Coffee Table Book
From the Editor

Hello and welcome to our first edition of Roomers
magazine for 2016. We’ve had a cracking good start
to the year with lots of people coming along to the
free weekly workshops. There are always spare chairs
for more, so come along! Much of the material in
this issue has been created in the workshops, or
inspired by ideas generated in class. Our theme for
this issue is “the coffee table book”. When you think
that a coffee table book is usually an oversized glossy
hardback book designed to be displayed on a coffee
table and flicked through by friends, you have to
wonder why we called our magazine this. Fair point,
but apart from the fact that it isn’t oversized and it
isn’t a hardback book, we got it pretty much right.

Roomers has a mentoring program where writers
are matched up with volunteer mentors. I’d love to
see more people take up the offer of being matched
with a mentor, someone to meet with fortnightly to
talk about editing, writing or the publishing world.
If you think you’d like to be involved, drop me a
line. And that reminds me, to save some money
(every bit counts) I’ve disconnected the Roomers
mobile phone. The only number now is 9531 1954,
which is the general number for the Elwood St Kilda
Neighbourhood Learning Centre. You can catch me
there all day Thursday or Tuesday morning, or leave
a message with the neighbourhood house staff any
other time and I’ll get back to you.

Much of the material in Roomers Magazine is
generated in the workshops, but not all. Some
contributors have been having work published in
Roomers for years and I’m yet to meet them. You
can submit work to me anytime. I’d prefer it to
come electronically so I don’t have to retype, but
understand if that’s not possible. What I do need
though is a name (or pseudonym), phone number
and email if possible and mailing address. Then I can
send out information to you about magazine themes,
deadlines, upcoming events and general Roomers
info. I also need to be able to contact you to check
on any editing, and make sure you are happy
with the final edit.

That’s it from me
Philippa
Email: roomersmag@yahoo.com.au
Phone number: 9531 1954
Post: PO Box 57, Elwood, 3184
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Don’t Give Me
Flowers When I’m Gone
by MaryGrace Levakis
Don’t give me flowers
Sang the musician
Don’t give me flowers
When I’m gone.
And as I lay there on some cushions
Listening to his
Thought-provoking song
Suddenly, these words in my mind gushed forth.
Don’t put flowers on my grave
For I won’t need them at all
Give me your time while I’m alive
For when I’m dead I won’t need you anymore
Show me you care while I’m alive
It’ll be too late to show it when I’m gone.
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Sentences on Conceptual Art
by Paul Harper

1. Conceptual artists are mystics rather than rationalists. They leap to conclusions that
logic cannot reach. 2. Conceptual artists are mystics rather than rationalists, They leap to
conclusions that logic cannot reach. 3. Conceptual artists are mystics rather than rationalists.
They leap to conclusions that logic cannot reach. 4. Conceptual artists are mystics rather
than rationalists. They leap to conclusions that logic cannot reach. 5. Conceptual artists
are mystics rather than rationalists. They leap to conclusions that logic cannot reach.
6. Conceptual artists are mystics rather than rationalists. They leap to conclusions that
logic cannot reach. 7. Conceptual artists are mystics rather than rationalists. They leap to
conclusions that logic cannot reach. 8. Conceptual artists are mystics rather than rationalists.
They leap to conclusions that logic cannot reach. 9. Conceptual artists are mystics rather
than rationalists. They leap to conclusions that logic cannot reach. 10. Conceptual artists
are mystics rather than rationalists. They leap to conclusions that logic cannot reach.
11. Conceptual artists are mystics rather than rationalists. They leap to conclusions that
logic cannot reach. 12. Conceptual artists are mystics rather than rationalists. They leap
to conclusions that logic cannot reach. 13. Conceptual artists are mystics rather than
rationalists. They leap to conclusions that logic cannot reach. 14. Conceptual artists are
mystics rather than rationalists. They leap to conclusions that logic cannot reach. 15.
Conceptual artists are mystics rather than rationalists. They leap to conclusions that logic
cannot reach. 16. Conceptual artists are mystics rather than rationalists. They leap to
conclusions that logic cannot reach. 17. Conceptual artists are mystics rather than rationalists.
They leap to conclusions that logic cannot reach. 18. Conceptual artists are mystics rather
than rationalists. They leap to conclusions that logic cannot reach. 19. Conceptual artists
are mystics rather than rationalists. They leap to conclusions that logic cannot reach.
20. Conceptual artists are mystics rather than rationalists. They leap to conclusions that
logic cannot reach. 21. Conceptual artists are mystics rather than rationalists. They leap
to conclusions that logic cannot reach. 22. Conceptual artists are mystics rather than
rationalists. They leap to conclusions that logic cannot reach. 23. Conceptual artists are
mystics rather than rationalists. They leap to conclusions that logic cannot reach. 24.
Conceptual artists are mystics rather than rationalists. They leap to conclusions that
logic cannot reach. 25. Conceptual artists are mystics rather than rationalists. They leap
to conclusions that logic cannot reach. 26. Conceptual artists are mystics rather than
rationalists. They leap to conclusions that logic cannot reach. 27. Conceptual artists are
mystics rather than rationalists. They leap to conclusions that logic cannot reach. 28.
Conceptual artists are mystics rather than rationalists. They leap to conclusions that
logic cannot reach. 29. Conceptual artists are mystics rather than rationalists. They leap
to conclusions that logic cannot reach. 30. Conceptual artists are mystics rather than
rationalists. They leap to conclusions that logic cannot reach. 31. Conceptual artists are
mystics rather than rationalists. They leap to conclusions that logic cannot reach. 32.
Conceptual artists are mystics rather than rationalists. They leap to conclusions that
logic cannot reach. 33. Conceptual artists are mystics rather than rationalists. They leap
to conclusions that logic cannot reach. 34. Conceptual artists are mystics rather than
rationalists. They leap to conclusions that logic cannot reach. 35. Conceptual artists are
mystics rather than rationalists. They leap to conclusions that logic cannot reach.
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“An 18th century dish with a modern, mad, Mediterranean twist.”
Author’s Note: This story is based on a real difficult person.
Metaphors have been used to protect the innocent

THE TEN BASIC INGREDIENTS
1. Ageing Meat
Use a white midget turkey of the Ol’ Biddy
Bird variety (substitute a chicken if preferred)
One is certainly more than enough

by Leah Bell

4. Poisson
This is the fishy set-up for the farce
Be careful as this ingredient can easily confuse the
senses; it has a convoluted depth of flavour that
underscores the accompanying sauce, Dollop Of Words
5. Fixation and Laser-beam Focus
These are binding agents for the farce
Apply as needed

2. Chronic Attention Seeking
Provides the farce for the turkey
The amount depends on the length of a piece of string
Adding forcemeat assures a good froth

6. Bullying
Any amount can be wantonly thrown in – usually
involves more than one turkey!
If unexpectedly grilled, a modification and consistency
to its behaviour appears, resulting in Victimhood

3. Pathological Narcissism
The Ol’ Biddy has been drip fed on disorderly character
clusters which act as a marinade
If Executive Chefs do not take enough care
during preparation, clusters will bleed into
the farce with toxic results

Lying will then come to the fore of flavours
leaving an extra bitter taste in the mouth

Note: Patrons are highly vulnerable to clusterfucks

Please note: This ingredient is too
readily mistaken for OMG BFF
7. Dollop Of Words
Gives plenty of punch when cleverly used
This is the sauce accompanying the turkey.
It consists of 2 parts:
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Part1:
The Bitter embodies “fuckin’ cunt” or “bitch”; “that
black mongrel”; “filthy, fuckin’ whore”; “you’re a
cunning slut”; “frigid bitch”; “she’s got shit-for-brains”;
“fat, dirty slag”; “not another nigger”; “It’s not fair,
I’m always being picked on”; “I wanna see that bitch’s
face punched in”; “stupid, ugly pig”; “useless bloody
bastards”; “I can do whatever I want, you piece of
shit”; “what that ugly dyke needs is a dick up her cunt,
that’d sort her out”; “what’s wrong with them I’ve done
nothing wrong; they can’t tell me what to do”; “you can
all go fuck yourselves”
Note: This part of the ingredient requires restraint
otherwise there is a fear of the bitterness being the
only recognisable flavour
Part 2:
The Sweet is a glace of “sweetheart”,
“luv”, “darl” and “hon”
This provides a syrupy exterior and when heated to
the ‘crack-stage’ gives a hard shiny coating that thinly
veils Part 1
8.

Endless Contradictions and Denials
(includes Personal Responsibility M.I.A.)
Use as a garnish
Circumstances will dictate the amount

Bone and wash it. Care must be taken not to break the
gall bag as its pungent bitterness will be impossible to
remove. There is more than enough bitterness provided
by the other ingredients
Since the Ol’ Biddy is already stuffed with Pathological
Narcissism infusing the farce, she can be sown back up
and presented with the stitching out of sight
Finally, spit and roast
Meanwhile, make the sauce with a Dollop Of Words
This is a very tricky ingredient to modulate as it is
whisked with cunning and conniving, swirling around
and around and around and around. When ready, pour
into a monkey dish
Combine Bullying and Lying and if you can
root out some Hysterical Nonsense, you’ll have
yourself a seething salad
If Hysterical Nonsense is nowhere to be seen,
Feigned Innocence is a quick alternative
When ready to serve, garnish with Contradictions
and Denials and any of the litany of Lies
The amount will depend entirely on the strength
of your constitution
A P R E D I C TA B L E L I Q U I D
A C C O M PA N I M E N T

Please note: The Contradiction is often misunderstood.
This is partly due to the dichotomy present in the Dollop
Of Words. Don’t be fooled. Bitter and Sweet can be
expressed in one dose without blinking an eye!
It’s all part of the game for this dish

Nastiness
Provides the complimentary acrid
taste for this dish
Patrons will not be left thirsting for more, as any
projectile vomiting nasty-arse spew will do.

9. Lashings of Lying
A staple ingredient which can also be
added to the garnish

DESSERT

Given it’s a principal mainstay for the Ol’ Biddy,
Executive Chefs can underestimate its potency,
spasmodically leaving their patrons gagging
10. Cowardice
See chicken (always handy to fall back on)
METHOD
Use an Ol’ Biddy white midget turkey
Slit it down the back
(the author’s preference is to start at the
throat and work your way around and down)

Not included in this feast
Executive Chefs are denied
tasting the full nutty fruits of their labour
S U M M A R Y:
A word of warning:
Do not judge this dish on presentation only
The Ol’ Biddy feeds on back-stabbing mixed with a lack
of conscience, hyper-criticism, on-going provocation
and never-ending bullshit; the carcass tends to be
hard, tough and stringy and is not to everyone’s taste.
Patrons with an average sensitivity to one ingredient
may find their stomachs hurling with the ten plied
in this turkey! Cases of food poisoning have been
reported after prolonged consumption Serious medical
intervention is required when the pigs start flying!
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The Art of Bullying
by Leah Bell

The canvas has a rudimentary,
minimalist style with elements
of fauvism and surrealism. The
original artist only painted what
she believed to be necessary;
unfinished in places so the piece is
left bare, exposed and defensive:
violent undertones denoted by wild
brush strokes applied to the overtly
simplified subject. Yellow is the
dominant colour.

The Fig
by Bill Tsialtas

I dart to the fig tree and climb it.
I love my fig tree, at times it’s my
best friend; especially when I’m in
trouble. I can lie on its huge grey
branches and hide in its mass of
leaves. I see the whole world from
up here. HEY CHARGER!
I hate my stupid sister, I’m never
telling her one of my secrets again.
She always dobs me in when she
gets into trouble. So what if I tried
smoking with my friends, everybody
at school does it.
Mum is very upset with me. What’s
Dad going to say? No TV for a year,
is he going to ground me for the rest
of my life? Oooooh Noooo, what if
he phones my teacher and tells on
me and my friends, my friends will
hate me.
One day I will get my sister back.
Maybe I can pee on her when
she walks past. When they’re all
sleeping, I’ll sneak into the house
and get some supplies and my
tranny. I’ll live up here; they’ll
never know where I am. That
will teach them...

It divides opinion. The viewers are
at odds what to make of it; a clever
ruse designed to maintain centre
stage! It can present itself one
way to the Establishment; lyrical
abstraction where yellow is seen to
add character and rustic charm, but
really is something else entirely.
I see it almost daily: a real piece
of work but none the less a fake.
Art critic Robert Hughes would
have recognised the artifice...’The
yellow is as dull as dishwater. The
artist has only managed to create a
false theatricality in a selfish desire
to push against the boundaries
of socially acceptable behaviours.
The final result is littered with
manipulative touches that suggest
the artist was bored.’
My interpretation is conceptual...a
piece conceived and then left to the
unsuspecting viewers to complete...
an insatiable and insupportable
process. Due to the artist’s care-less
execution, a bottomless pit seems
to emerge from the canvas that
screams for attention at every angle,
leaving an unpleasant resonance
swirling around the spaces.
The Art of Bullying, also called
Food From A Starving Woman, is
unsettling with its false narrative
where nothing offered is as it
seems. Although the canvas is
small it looms large in the space
it occupies; brazenly challenging

the viewer to ignore. I don’t want
to take a closer look. The devil is in
the detail. Details uncensored and
unresolved by the Establishment.
Ultimately left to the uninitiated to
navigate and negotiate.
I don’t like how the piece speaks
to me especially when my back
is turned. It’s exasperating and
disorientating to the viewer
who understands the language
it conveys. A few are seduced,
accepting without question what it is
giving...ingratiating and deceiving...
cunning tricks devised by a con-artist.
There is another piece of work right
next to it. Two pieces in sync. This
one, called The Galaaah!!! Strongly
mimics The Art Of Bullying. The paint
has been slapped on to produce
a flaky tonal quality, intensified by
the erratic application of congealed
splotches of red. The curator could
not have sourced a better match.
Emboldened by the acquisition, The
Starving Woman no longer appears
limited by the frame, no boundaries
to respect or even consider;
antagonistic endeavours are
religiously pursued. She stridently
commands a high price, too high for
some and, for one in particular...
no longer in her presence.
In a final twist to this incomplete
story, the Establishment rewards
The Art Of Bullying!
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Three Uneasy Pieces
by Neil Blenkiron

ONE
We see it as we drive past. Lights flickering in the
darkness, trees forming shapes in the moonlight,
the strange sounds of creatures rustling in the
undergrowth.
We smell the dark, sweet scent of meat cooking
over an open fire, the smoke offering tantalizing
hints of a stated future if only we would take up the
offer.
We taste blood in your mouth as it rises up from
your chest. The knife cutting cleanly as it separates
you from your life.
We feel the faint hint of winter on the breeze as we
sit next to the jetty watching the lights of the ships
out in the bay, their afterglow painting abstract
illusions on our retinas.
We hear the howl of a dog as we drive home. Its
calls answered across the night by others joining in
the hunt. We are tempted to join them.
TWO
It wasn’t like it mattered to anyone yeah? It was
just there, sitting on the beach. No one was around
to claim it like, and no one wanted nothing to do
with it.
Yeah I took it. Maybe next time they’ll put a
bleeding sign on it or something ‘cos if I find
another one and no one’s around I’m having it.
It was the blanket yeah? Nice and colourful it was.
All them pretty patterns and things. ‘Course it’s
hard to see in the dark but that shade of black
looked pretty cool against all them blues and
greens and stuff.
Plenty of people sleep down there in the summer
don’t they. Beats getting robbed in the city or
putting up with the police in the parks and stuff.

All I did was roll her out of it so I could use it. Not
that she needed it hey? What with being dead and
all. I did the right thing didn’t I? Well sort of. I did
keep the blanket but hey I also called the Ambos to
come and check her out. Not my fault they thought
it was a hoax.
THREE
Memo: Disposal Of Bodies,
Carcasses and other Detritus
To: Board of Directors -- Murder, Inc.
From: You know who
Dear Sirs,
It has come to my attention that there has
developed a considerable lack of general care and
attention in the disposal of bodies, carcasses and
other detritus pertaining to our enterprises.
The careless disposal of such items is drawing
unwarranted attention from the authorities and
other associated riff-raff.
Such attention may appear attractive to a small
portion of our enterprise however the majority of
our agents wish to remain anonymous.
The recent dumping of a body on the foreshore has,
I am sure you know, drawn not only the attention
of the authorities but the ongoing and persistent
highlighting of our work in the popular media.
It may behoove us to develop and disseminate
a new policy in regards to such activities as the
correct disposal of the results of our work with
particular attention given to achieving the desired
effects without inconveniencing our colleagues.
I look forward to hearing the board’s response to
this request.
Yours etc...
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NOT HAPPY, GAY.
Dear Smiling Assassin,
Please refrain from descending into stupidity. Love is
an amazing human experience. Stop politicising it, waffling
and faffing in your Armani suit. It’s time to accept and
embrace the world we live in and make same sex equality
a legal reality.
The simplest way is to change the marriage act back to the
way it was, before it was interfered with in 2004. Changing
the marriage act will take little time and enable any couple
who choose to marry regardless of gender. Or rule in a
conscience vote which would only cost a measly seventeen
million. We do not need a five hundred million dollar plus
plebiscite in the unknown future. [The thought of budget
emergency comes to mind].
I don’t care what your party’s extreme Neanderthal happy
clappers feel about my personal life. Why are they so
fundamentally obsessed with homosexuality? Why do they
believe having same-sex equal rights will affect those
of other sexual orientations? We didn’t have a plebiscite
when your government involved Australia in wars which have
affected many peoples lives around the world.
You are aware opinion polls reveal seventy percent of
Australians support same sex equal rights. It would be
decent if the elderly people in the LGBTIQ community could
die one day knowing they had equal rights and were not just
some second-class citizens. [Don’t get me started on safe
schools].
Please end this cruel discrimination immediately.
We’re waiting and watching.
Yours truly

A. Voter
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Andrew is and isn’t
by MaryGrace Levakis
Andrew is a minimalist
A romantic and then he’s not
A music lover, then he’s not
He loves instrumentals.
Then he doesn’t
Loves opera –
Dame Nellie Melba that is
So he gave me Peach Melba and
Melba toast
He gave me tickets to a French play
Changed his mind and then went
with someone else
Loves to cook whatever he wants
Loves gardening whenever he wants
Loves water colours, red heads
and spears
Loves musicals, the ballet,
Russian in particular
Loves washing and
drying his clothes
Washing and drying dishes
Combing lady’s long tresses
Buying them pretty dresses.

I told you today
was Tuesday
by Janina Vandenberg
I told you today was Tuesday
I told it to you on a Tuesday
Tuesday is good for 20% off Savers sales
Tuesday is Roomers Day
Tuesday is a good day to buy a lottery
ticket because it’s always Jackpot
Tuesday is payday every fortnight
Tuesday I don’t work
Tuesday is for pancakes
Tuesday I go to the bank
Tuesday is a good day for window shopping
Tuesday is a Melbourne day
Tuesday was a good day for writing zines
Tuesday is a good day to go Playtime
Tuesday is good day for writing class
Next raining day should be a Tuesday.

Free! Here in
Life to Stay

The Last of the
Summer Heat

by Warwick Knight

by Tanya Page

The truth is that I live a restricted,
dysfunctional inhibited life,
no bloody mortgage, savings,
superannuationed--life.

The afternoon heat melted my icy pole
as I sucked the juice from its core

Truth is that I live an unfriended,
uncoupled, UNEMPLOYED,
unlearning, “uneducated”, flat
non-prospective life!!
Truth is how do I live this meagre,
non-prospective life? Fact is that I
don’t!! The boredom, the isolated,
lonely old life, is incrementally
KILLING ME…I am slowly...
reducing in my ability …to go on!!
Yet, if I was to say that I have an
outlook because I have an ability
to move and to dance, to sing,
rhyme and whistle to the tune of
life; And that I can read & write,
shop and keep house, speak and
relate, I’m dressed and fed (even fat
overweight, morbidly so) Proud am I
that I ‘believe’, think, can and do keep
friends… friendship… how are you?
Then would you say to me that I
have a LIFE?
Because, I will say and argue
that I have!! And that though it is
‘handicapped’ like a horse carrying
a pack or a mule or donkey carrying
it’s ‘overloaded BURDEN’, yet then,
while I do still have breath, food
and water, a place where I can lay
my head and write this letter,…
“to whom it may concern”!!
And then, while my heart beats in
MY Chest there is Breath in my
lungs and the red blood courses my
veins, I will continue to put one foot
in front of other, both metaphorically
and literally!! “Yippee” I shout from
the roof tops and the street corners
this person is here in LIFE TO STAY.

We walked along the backstreets of
St Kilda by Packington reserve
The sweeping poplars lined the canal
along the backyards of the city’s old
Victorian weatherboards
A time long forgotten
The sun’s heat upon our sweaty
brows and pallid skin
We walked together in unison
Hearing the voices of the spirits of
the burlesque tartan-clad ladies
My swollen feet stepped upon the
river’s stones
And walked to St Kilda to find shelter
And hearing the echoing eerie
swirling bubbling stream
My burdens and woes disappear
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Candid Couple Coffee Chat
by Jack Chadwick

Here at
The firebreak
Shaking his head
Pulled off the goggles
Cleaned then replaced them
A motorbike is covered in earth
Summer storm has just kicked in
This made the track overly slippery
Does it matter
Becoming very tired
One more red hot go at it
Climb up safe and then it’s all
Literally downhill from there
Be it a very scary sliding
Oh white tight knuckles
Ride as you can with it
Gravity is a movement
Minute concentration
Pure Luna Park stuff
Times one hundred
Top this thing now
First things first
Air out of tyres
Traction and grip
Know these things
Ready for the run up
A pre determined spot
Up the idle screw and fang it
Liquid flew around line of sight
Hill was hit with the front wheel up
It slowed before the bite in the tyres took hold
A muddy track is squirming underneath
Nearly through the muddy clay bit
Stuck out rocks this is the spot
We are slowly nearly there
She is throwing biscuits
It’s better than voicing
Beastie is the best
Throwing biscuits
Janet and Kevin
Win the chaser
Try a little satire

There’s no denying it
She became an night owl
Is it still too late to save her
See humour and feel sadness
Beer and a preoccupation
Sacred is our geometry
Room without a view
Chase a cat around
A large lounge
A wicked mood
A jug of beer
A holiday place
A diploma a brill lap top
A real live family a decent good phone
Trams suddenly appear poetry in those signs
On the side of the road she washes her face
Turn another page prize petals lay torn
Missing the water bed the morning comes
The weight of the day is about seven ton
You who are the
constructive ones
In our eyes thou art
Cherished as you help
Those who still are non
We are almost joyless
You with peers who
Bloom naturally as
Nature intended life
Burns proud within
You are not drowned
By a ego thing
Remember this
It just takes one
Clown to bring
Us all down
The manual of
Battle now lies silent
His name becomes dust
Work is lost and somewhere
Have had a love reciprocated
Dead buried and quite
Forgotten In our worlds
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Womb
Preferably
He arrives in the
Atmosphere
Or
His favourite place
Recycled in our ocean
Gliiiïïííììīīįįtch
Glįíîïīìtch
Glieēêèéëęitch
Glitch
Glitch
Glitch
Glitch
Version in this year
The sun goes down
Sure it will get there
Together we do love
The fact was back
to front why do
Trams suddenly
Appear when you
When you are here
Just like them we
Want to be there
For you flags
Fanfare and
Flowers
Are free
For fabulous
Followers
Plastic people
Live in paper
Places platitudes
Freeze humans
Dad in her head
24 7 for decades
Stop this loudness
Scream on a tram
Shut the fuck up
Must try to get it out
Someone has had enough

Uncomfortable commuters
Real quick right now
And in mid stream
Look try to smile
Not you mate
It’s a dad thing
Have you got one
How very sad
Illegitimate
But not now
Getting better
Is this bad
Right foot left
foot right foot
Are you talking
Because those that
Are up and not out
Work your dollars
Your time and day
Loud on a phone like like like
Boring and annoying those around
With mediocre commentary of a sterile
Superficial time listen to moi look at moi
The time of day or your job and life
WALK ALOE LOVE KEEN WALKS
ALLOW LOVES KEELS WALK ALONE LEAN FOOL
Mourn the loss of someone that can never be retrieved
You put us into hospital with your possibilities
Now we are use to the hostility in kitchens
Swear to our favourite Goddess
Life is a team support sport
Don’t end up boneless
Do the right thing
Help a heart
That is all
Should
You provide a sense of normality
Do you want to be one of those great
True thinkers best not to put that down
Your out of fuel indicator is indicating
That you are so close to out of fuel
So...what are you going to do
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by Roderick Waller
My head ached. I was very sad and
didn’t know why. An inner voice
was praising and admonishing the
inside of my head at the same time;
like a fine, white mist, pure over hill
and dale, and then a furious storm
wreaking havoc in the woods. Why
was I out of sorts today?
I stood and brushed the autumn
leaves away. I knelt by the hedge,
my bed last night. How long had I

been here? I remember dragging
myself across a newly ploughed
field, the red sun falling behind the
farmhouse. I had to get to the farm
before nightfall. For a moment I
crouched in the furrow of fresh earth
and instinctively felt in my trouser
pocket the diamond necklace;
suddenly I turned pale, memory
flickered, snaps of catastrophe. Oh!
It was too horrible, and fear and

panic crushed me. An old woman
had answered the door; and without
seeing or thinking I had raised the
iron club and smashed it into her
skull in a frenzy. I had gazed down
at what should have been Francois’
body, the large muscular torso. But
this, this must be his Mother, this
ancient, tiny, frail body, brain and
skull in pieces lying in the hallway.
Now, my memory caved in.
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I walked a few paces, then leant
on a stile and gazed ahead at the
farmstead glinting in the rising sun,
across the rich, brown furrows.
The red tiles, like sparkling rubies
capping the whitewashed farmhouse
walls. I continued forward till I
stood at the open door. There in the
hallway lay the broken old lady, my
handiwork, my crime.
Suddenly I was powerful and
stood straight, a King showing no
mercy, and then just as suddenly
sadness welled up, tears fell down
my cheeks; you’ve done it again,
admonishing myself. Why, oh why
do you panic you fool. The LSD
and the Prozac had sent my head
swinging and crazed; trembling,
I walked toward the town; I took
stock, in a moment of clarity, I
thought about it. François, still
alive, his dead mother in the hall,
murdered. I’m a serial killer now.
A while ago, (When was it.
Yesterday? Last week? I was still in
a time warp), I was driving along a
lane, I came to a blind spot, slowed
and then ran over a log, thud, oh,
I’ve hit a deer, but it wasn’t a log or
a deer. In the last light of a summer
evening, an old man, squashed,
mashed, a hideous wreck, his legs
twitched, an eye filled with water, a
cackle from his mouth, still alive but
not for long.
I cried out and panicked. You silly old
fool. You stupid old drunk; and I sped
away. It was pitch black. A while later
when I crashed into a massive oak
tree, the front of the car smashed
and pushed back almost to the front
seat. I crawled out of the burning
wreck and limped away, amazed I
was alive. I lost track of time.
Next thing I remember is branches
of hawthorn dripping with dew,
larks and thrushes, sparrows and
pewits busy, darting, and singing in
the dawn. And then quite suddenly
(so much so I lost my balance and
landed back on my bed under the
hedge), I recalled the catastrophic

event, the most important event,
as though was it yesterday or last
week? Did it matter? We were
at the meadow near the stream,
François, my wife Helen and myself.
A tartan blanket on the ground, the
radio playing Pink Floyd, beer and
sandwiches; Helen lying on her back,
François handing round LSD.
Yes, we all were smiling and happy
until everything went horribly pearshaped. Helen and ‘F’ naked in the
stream, laughing, I, on my back
staring up at the sky, the clouds
like fairy floss, the blue intense
and all about sparkling diamonds.
I must have drifted off. A long time
later I came to and stumbled to the
stream, I cried out to them both.
François was gone and a terrible
fear came over me. I looked at the
stream, diamonds sparkling, small
fish darting, they were so vivid, so
translucent, and then I saw Helen,
her body caught in the rushes and
rocks, face up, her face the echo of a
scream, blood forming a halo around
her. I collapsed, my body tightened
and horrific images filling my head.
I watched the sun rise, a perfect
yellow ball. I leant against the
wooden stile and gazed back at
the farmstead; white walls, red
roof tiles, a brown rooster crowing,
a heavy silence, then I recalled
running, stumbling over the brown,
wet furrows, my front spattered
in blood and brain and then falling
into the ditch, pulling myself under
the thick hedge, and passing into
delirium and nightmare.
I commenced to walk into town and
tried to picture myself right now,
a tramp but no matter, there were
many tramps in Provence; I wouldn’t
stand out too much. I felt for the
necklace deep in a pocket, and then
remembered why. I had collected
it from Pierre’s jewelry shop on the
morning of the picnic; in the midst of
the LSD trip it was forgotten, a new
clasp and the diamonds polished,
all that I have of Helen. Now it was

a beautiful morning, blue sky, fluffy
clouds and the hedge alive with bird
song. I brightened up. Well, Francois’
mother was dead now, her skull
battered in. Shopkeepers in the high
street were sweeping their shop
fronts; I waved gaily and wished
each a good morning. I came to a
small pension, I fell onto the bed,
I will wait here, sooner or later ‘F’
would show up and then I would
kill him for I was sure ( or was I
hallucinating still?), ‘F’ had drowned
my beloved Helen.
I pulled out a small bottle of whisky,
then on my bed poured a tumbler
full of it neat, pulled out a small
bottle from my inside jacket pocket;
took a slug and a handful of Xanax
and wondered how to get more
LSD, for I would need a trip on
waking. I will go to the pawnbroker
in the high street and pawn the
diamond necklace. I saw my
reflection in the wall mirror, I wore a
contented smile like a man who has
done an honest day’s work, then I
slept long and deep.
Well the next thing I was being
shaken roughly, voices were calling
in the distance, I cried out, and
tried to lift myself up but was held
down. Opening my eyes I felt a
sharp shockwave along my spine.
Francois and Helen were leaning
over me. They were smiling, ‘Man!
You had a bad trip, we nearly called
an ambulance.’ Francois chuckled.
Some instinct led my hand to my
pocket. I held the diamond necklace.
On the bedside table a half empty
flask of whiskey stood, then I fell
into a delirium again.
The End.
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Welcome to My Breasts
by Wendy Butler

“Do you mind removing your head from
my cleavage?”
“Sorry ma’am, no offence intended.
I’m just trying to read your badge. What
does it say? Welcome?” And he leans
closer.
“Welcome refugees.” I say pushing
him away.

terrorist, and then grab us. I try to get
away and they shoot me with a stun gun,
see I’ve still got the mark on my chest.”
He starts unbuttoning his shirt.
“No. Don’t. No need to show me,” I say
quickly. “I take your word for it. How did
you get away?”

“Oh, I thought it was saying
something risqué like welcome
to my breasts”.
“Sorry but my breasts like to
keep to themselves.”
“Well if your breasts are out of
bounds, maybe we could get
acquainted over a cup of coffee.”
“Fat chance.”
“Now ma’am, don’t be like that.
You’re meant to be welcoming.”
“Excuse me?”
“Your badge says welcome
refugees. “
“So?”
“So I’m a refugee.”
“You?”
“Yes. Since Donald Trump became
president. There’s a lot of us.”
“So how did you become a refugee?”
“He’s targeting anarchists.”
“You, an anarchist?” He looked like a
computer nerd to me,
“Not all anarchists wear beards and
throw bombs. Our little group was just
protesting the opening of the wall to
close off Mexico when this guy runs up
to me, punches me in the face and says
I’m being un-American. Said I probably
belonged to ISIS. Trump saw and yelled
“Knock the crap outta them.” Then the
cops ask who’s our leader, and I say
no one, we’re anarchists, and they yell

“I was lucky.” He said. “The cops
thought I was dead and dumped me on
the road, leaving me to get run over. But
someone found me and looked after me
until I was well enough to fly. My friends
ended up in Guantanamo Bay and I’ve
heard rumours of water boarding and
harassment of their families.”
“How’d you get to Melbourne, and why?”
“I’ve friends here, and I heard it was
the most liveable city in the world.” He
looked around. “Now I’m not so sure.”
“What do you mean?”
“Looks like it’s going the way as the
States; the gap between rich and poor is
widening daily, overflowing prisons, racial
profiling, privatization and union bashing.

“At least we haven’t got Trump.” I said
“Not yet.” He said. “But you do have
Turnbull, who’s just as good-looking
and ineffectual as Obama. If things
keep going the way they are, people
will get more and more desperate and
turn away from traditional party politics.
Ideal breeding ground for
a Trump. And those antterrorist laws. And antiimmigration and anti-asylum
policies. Do you think I’ll
get sent to Manus or Nauru
if I get into trouble?”
“Nah. Those places are
pretty much reserved
for non-whites; basically
people who look different,
or Muslims. They say it’s
to stop drownings at sea,
but it’s not. It’s just racism,
we could simply restrict
our immigration quota
to refugees and family
reunions and no one would
need to come by boat. And
we could fit all the so-called
“economic refugees” too.
Australia was built on waves
of boat people and economic refugees.
But you. You’d probably be deported back
to America.”
“So ma’am, if I risk deportation here,
where do you think I should go?”
“Hard to say. There are walls being built
all over. Perhaps London would be ok if
Corbin got in.”
“I’ll think about it ma’am. “
I looked at my watch. “Oh look at the
time, got to go. Demo against the
detention centres, want to join in? We
could maybe go for that coffee later.”
“My pleasure ma’am. After you.”
“Here, take this placard, nothing like
chanting to get high. Say it loud, say it
clear, refugees are welcome here.”
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Shit Attenborough
Didn’t Tell Ya!
by Dean Briggs
It began as all good tales do. On the
darkest of darkest nights. I was half way
through a pirated movie, more than half
way through my second bottle of Aldi
two dollar white and at least four joints
into a three-for, when my peripheral
vision pinged motion in the outer
perimeter of my occipital perception.

Upon their slightest appearance I would
speak in a plain and simple manner
befitting their nature. Investing the need
for them to relieve themselves from me
Manor. Never to return. And if they did
not comply l would be drawn to sterner
measures. Alas the Mooses failed to pay
any heed to my congress and reason.

That’s juggler talk for wide screen.

One tries to be ‘Darwinian’, but it can be
simply quite exhausting! And where’s
the local council when you need them?

A small dark object was attentioned!
Lower left quadrant. Then was gone
in a flash!
Like the X files.
But not!
At the time I put it down as a
symptomatic reaction. Stemming from
my alcoholism, drug dependency, failing
eyesight and/or the glare off my fifty-inch
flat-screen. Playing past puppet shadows
on my party worn carpet. W.T.F! Thing is,
it kept happening.
Later l was to learn this was no trick of
the Average brain fucked! NO!!
It was a Moose invasion.
Tatata da!
And the reason l learnt that this was
not a projection of my own perverse
mostly self-induced maladies was that
my immediate neighbours were also
suffering from similar unprecedented
record breaking Moose sightings. Never
mind their own illnesses/addictions and/
or weak moral natures.
In a Rooming house that’s called
Validation!
Or mass hallucinations or bad acid or
alien abductions or........are you off your
Meds again?
Armed in the knowledge of my own
Sanity and of my sadly worn-torn
predilection towards soft heartedness,
my first course of action was to appeal
to the Mooses. Directly.

Drastic action was eventually taken. After
a number of late night verbal/mumbled/
slurred requests, which were quite
frankly, openly and flagrantly ignored, I
went to the office and complained. Again
and again and a...you get the picture.
They eventually gave me some Rat bait?
It was snubbed. Not even a nibble!?
Which lead to further Summits and
threats of sanctions, e.g. less access to
garbage and food stuffs, suggestions of
bread being placed in the fridge.
May as well been talking to that fat cunt
that runs North Korea!
The time for decency and international
diplomacy inevitably passed.
It was their attrition or mine!
I recalled a sacred potion once passed
onto me by an ancient South Australian
Shaman and National Touring band
Roadie, aka The Deffa.
I personally copyrighted the formula
as ‘Dr Karvorkians patented chocolate
flavoured Moose powder’.
And for a while I couldn’t keep up with
demand!
I’d put down a bowl of ‘said’ powder for
the illicit critters and in no time at all it
would be Dickensian clean.
The wall cavities were being stuffed with
the dead. Optimising sound proofing and
insulation.

So for just abit o’ time I thought I was
winning. Something of a fool I am. When
my Nemesis next door neighbour took up
and died. Suddenly. I was imbued with
about the same amount of public grief as
a South Korean learning the North Korean
fat cunt died reading this story. Trouble
was that in the removing my dear friend’s
near-bloated corpse and the emptying of
his room caused a Mass Moose Migration
into my Savannah. Totally unwarranted.
Lordy, lordy! Dere was Mooses
everywhere!
I near went out of my little tiny white mind.
And dat’s a fact Jack!
I sought solace in meditation and the full
lotus position. Endeavouring to seek a
final solution, find a gentle pathway.
And in my most desperate hour of need,
l found myself Karmically sitting under
a big tree with Buddha and Gandhi and
Donald Trump.
Turns out they hate Mooses as much as
I do!
No word was spoken. We knew what
had to be done.
It was to be. The Manhattan project all
over again. Except the communist were
Mooses.
And like all perceived threats they were
oncoming and seemingly ceaseless.
In secret and isolation we developed
the family sized pizza box with extra
anchovies of Death.
I cannot say more than this. Only that
we used the pizza box of Death as a
demonstration of power. Twice.
The Mooses capitulated and eventually,
formally signed a treaty of surrender.
To this day our Rooming house stands
ready with pizza boxes.
God bless St Kilda.
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The Gathering
by Tanya Page

The gathering starts April 1st in Chelsea. Hard rubbish
day. It is a unique place. Locals love to collect and
shop. Along the main drag of the town people spend
their days driving, shopping and sauntering. They
have one more hobby though, peculiar to Melbourne
- collecting. Collecting and buying goods is tough
business here as people haggle, naggle and
compete for the best pickings.
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I find this business unique to white,
middle class Chelsea. There are
no dirty greasy streets or pungent
Asian hawker food cafes. There is no
loud music or people pushing each
other along over crowded sidewalks
like other parts. People smile and
say hello politely and middle aged
women push prams and frequent
organic cafes and shops while the
elderly potter along with trolleys.
Society’s vermin hide. Druggies and
alcoholics drift from Frankston along
the tight-knit units of the back lanes
built at a time when single moms,
and the unemployed, merely existed
along the city’s fringes. A history
swept over with development and
beach front villas with remnants of
Christian evangelical churches and
spiritual centres to save the
working class.
There’s loneliness about the place
I can’t put my finger on. It’s too
perfect but not. The wide suburban
streets empty most of the day and
the soulless landscape without trees
or hills reflect the Australian sun
upon the black tarmac.
As I enter the RSL, I see an old man
sitting in the corner of the bar.
The sun has worn his skin. Tom
Mabo is his name. His face is black
and bony like a lizard.
He explains to me the day of
the gathering and the story of
John McCullough, better known
as “the Bullet.” It goes like this.
“Shopping is a national pastime
here,” he says.
Along this route, there are many
forms of shopping. There’s the home
shopping club on cable, there’s
discount shopping at Aldi’s, traders
market, community markets, and
there’s op shops for the collectors.”
His voice paused.
The Gathering is an event when
hoarders and shoppers come out in
droves. The hoarders keep to the left
and the shoppers stay to the right
if you know what I mean. People

collect and gather. They collect the
junk from the side of the road.
Hoarders can gather their goods
all over the city. They salvage
their collections. In living rooms,
bedrooms, kitchens- they compare,
quantify, qualify, and solidify. They
crawl over chairs, boxes, shelves,
TVs, computers, stamp collections
to attend to the mass yearning and
drooling of wanting and needing.
All around them shops, markets,
vendors, eBay, it seems to sooth
the animal gut to gather like rats and
vermin creating a nest of solitude.
John the Bullet was cool. Always
cool. Never lost an argument. Never
lost a girl and never lost a fight. His
skin was taut and yellow like the
jaundice colouring of a new born
baby. It was strange how his skin
could match the bright yellow print
of the sign posts of Chelsea. He
tried to walk along the cold kitchen
floor of his home but his feet were
blistered and worn and knees
were swollen. His knees had the
dampness of the sea and the fluid
spread and flowed to the movement
of the tidal waves.
He drove along Madeleine Court.
His head filled with trinkets, nuts
and bolts. He stared out the window
as his eyes viewed and gazed his
prey like a falcon. An old vanity set
caught his eye. He pulled his car
over to the side of the road.
“Hey mate, you can’t take that
mate! My daughters coming to
collect that mate!”
“Bullshit,” John said.
“Mate, she’s coming any minute
mate.”
John quickly pulled the vanity set
into the back of his old Holden 70’s
panel van.
“You can’t take that mate.”
“Hold on a minute,” John looked
up and felt a large knock on his
head as his Chelsea gathering
came to a halt.

His head spun and he woke inside
a dark room. He jumped up off
the floor but as he reached for the
door, he fell over. He looked down
and could see his feet were tied
together. He looked around the
room and saw the moonlight shining
through a window. John reached up
and pulled himself up off the floor
and shuffled across to the other
side of the room. John the Bullet
became six foot tall as his long arms
reached up and pulled himself into
the clear night and freedom. His
body slipped through the window
and fell to the cold hard ground with
a thump which echoed to the rhythm
and chase of fellow hoarders and
collectors that night. He couldn’t
let them win. No way. This was the
Bullet. He heard a door open and
saw a man running from the house.
“Get back here, you thief,” the
man yelled.
John quickly untied the rope from
around his feet and ran to his car. He
started his motor and his eyes lit up
as he saw from the rear vision mirror
the vanity set sitting back on the
nature strip.
“Oh, shit.” His voice cracked.
“The Bastard.” John cried as he
quickly jumped out of the car and
pulled the vanity set back into his
car boot.
“No time, no time,” he thought.
A minute wasted was a minute lost
in that golden collection on that cool
night of the Chelsea gathering. The
Chelsea lights seemed brighter as
he drove along back through the side
streets. He slipped along the back
lane behind his unit and knocked
back a can of lager in celebration.
The gathering was over and the day
complete. He pulled his new vanity
set from the car dragged it into the
kitchen. He took a cloth from his
back pocket and started to shine
his new piece in pride, knowing the
gathering was complete.
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Shadows

First Date With Colin

saying hello. We were both in a
trance-like state.

by Bill Tsialtas

by MaryGrace Levakis

“Say Hello.” I ordered myself,
but only stared mutely.

Night time descended on the
house and transformed the whole
atmosphere he thought.

My first date with Colin was full of
anxiety and pleasure beforehand. I
had stomach cramps and butterflies.
After showering I dressed and wore
four inch high heels to make me five
foot four inches tall, but still only
reached his shoulders.

The trees turned into silhouettes
illuminated by the moonlight. There
looked to be some kind of party
going on next door. He could hear
people talking and there was a pig
on a spit being cooked outside. He
could see a man in the shadow of
the tree turning the pig manually.
Night time descended on the
house and transformed the whole
atmosphere he thought.
The trees turned into silhouettes
illuminated by the moonlight. There
looked to be some type of party
going on next door. He could hear
people talking and there was a man
on a spit being cooked outside. He
could see a man in the shadow of a
tree turning the man manually.

What I Did on My
Summer Holiday.
by Paul Harper
1: Love and Fuck Poems:
Koraly Dimitriadis
Terrific book. ‘It crackles with
energy’ is tabloid & I’m not above
using it.
2: Did the Vikings make poetry?
Yes.
3: Avast Ye Matey!: In Which a
Romantic Smooches The Classical
And A Language Poet Shatters
The Romantic.
4: Classicism
T.S. Eliot reckoned the Classical was
health, Romanticism sickness.
Dylan Thomas observed T.S. Eliot
backwards almost spells toilets.

He was tall and slim, an attractive
blond and bearded chap from
England, intelligent and wise but
quiet. We had much in common
for instance, we both liked books
and writing.
Our romantic dinner date did not
go as well as I hoped. My contact
lenses fell into the meal. That was
for starters. He laughed. Earlier he
had seen a movie about a blind girl
bumping into everything in her path.
I reminded him of her and when he
pulled out my chair in a gentlemanly
fashion I miscalculated the distance
and practically fell over, Once again
he laughed.
Although a committed vegetarian, I
was too embarrassed to admit it and
said I only wanted something light
like a mushroom omelette. It was on
the menu of this French restaurant
so at least that went well.
I was too absorbed with the DJ
spinning discs to chat with Colin. The
music was jumping but Colin wasn’t.
So I blew it and we parted company.
I went to a slumber party in Dromana
and he went horse-riding.
Then, another time, I partied at
Launching Place and saw him in
the distance. I couldn’t greet him.
I felt speechless. No sound issued
from my mouth. And then when I
went shopping, there he was also.
We stared at each other but neither
said anything. At an author’s book
signing, there he was. Although we
both faced each other, drink in hand,
not a word was spoken. We stared
at each other in silence, not even

What is Love?
by Janina Vandenberg
You can hear love and be shown love
and see and touch and feel love. Love
should come unconditionally when
you find it. Never let it fall down
cracks or holes. Love should be free
of abuse and threats of all kinds.
Free from abuse by bullies at work
and at school and in care homes
and group homes. Don’t waste your
time loving money, spend it thinking
about love and what you think of
love and how you feel when you
meet someone special and how can
you meet your soul mate.
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Indian Moccasins at the BP
by Mark Edwards
I remember when I was a kid back in the
seventies there wasn’t as much commercialism
or consumerism as there is today. The two dollar
shops really didn’t arrive until the eighties, in Albury
anyway. This was before five dollar watches and
other ultra-cheap products mass-produced in Japan,
China, Korea or Taiwan. Takeaway food wasn’t as
prolific as it is now; back then there was only pizza,
fish ‘n’ chips or Kentucky Fried.
Anyway, around this time there was a petrol station
around the corner, a BP. It was run by a lady with
a strong foreign accent, a new Australian as Mum
would call people with accents. I never really found
out where she was from, to me she was the most
exotic and beautiful person I’d ever come in contact
with. We used to call her Mrs Nice Lady, and her
petrol station we called The Nice Lady
petrol station.
Mrs Nice Lady had a very edgy sexy look for those
days. She had short platinum blonde hair. Short hair
on women was rare in the 70’s, mullets were in,
but not short hair like a mans cut. Mrs Nice Lady
rocked that white blonde crew cut. Mum often said
“ you need a very pretty face to get away with such
a severe hair do” and Mrs Nice Lady did.
To me Mrs Nice Lady was as pretty as Anna and
Frida from ABBA; I convinced my five year-old
mind that she was from Sweden.
Mrs Nice Lady always wore skin tight denim
shorts, so short that you could see her bottom
when she leaned in to clean the car windscreen.
Mum and Dad would often comment, “Mrs
Nice Lady’s cheeky today” which I found rather
peculiar as I never found her cheeky. Cheeky was
something I was always being accused of, not Mrs
Nice Lady, she was always so friendly,
never cheeky I thought.
Mrs Nice Lady also always wore what was called
a boob tube, a strapless top that clung to her body
and really suited her I thought, either blue and

white stripes or red and white stripes. But always
a boob tube. To finish off her look, Mrs Nice Lady
wore cork platform shoes that were almost like
stilts they were so high. I can still see her now
strutting around in those heels, in-between cars
pumping petrol, wiping windscreens, I used to
marvel how she could navigate in those shoes
without falling over.
Back in those days petrol stations used to sell
these brightly coloured Indian moccasins. They
were attached to a huge rack out the front. They
were all different colours; apple-green, burntorange, brown and tan. I loved those moccasins
and always wished I could have a pair. To me they
were exotic like Mrs Nice Lady; I was sure that
‘Red Indians’ had made them and sold them to the
petrol station.
On really hot days when we’d go there Mrs Nice
Lady would give me an icy pole for free. This only
made me fonder of her. I used to think to myself
that she was a truly good person. I’d say to Dad
“Mrs Nice Lady’s good, isn’t she Dad”.
He’d say, “Yes, she’s a nice lady” and we’d feel
connected in our admiration for Mrs Nice Lady.
One day when we went to fill up with petrol, the
moccasins were gone and the Smurfs had arrived.
I’d never seen Smurfs before and they were all
over the counter. They seemed like magical little
creatures, there were all different types. Astronauts
golfers, firemen, there was even a female Smurf
called Smurfette. You could collect them. I never
had the money to buy them, so I just admired
them whenever I went to the counter. I’d
sometimes ask Dad if I could have a Smurf,
but he’d say, “No they’re a waste of money.”
I admired Mrs Nice Lady and her petrol station of
unusual exotic things. I thought it was good the
way she’d introduce such unusual things at her
petrol station. A lot of petrol stations were dull,
boring places, not Mrs Nice Lady’s.
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The Package
by Neil Blenkiron

You stare at it for hours. It sits
there flat, inert, neutral. You have
no idea what it means. Yesterday
you thought everything was fine,
everything had found its new place
in the world. For the first time in
months you were just beginning
to feel or maybe you were just
beginning to put labels on those
emotions you could admit to feeling.

next door would have collected it
and handed it to you with that smug
little smile she gets when she thinks
she knows something you don’t.
That condescending sneer and that
oh so overly sweet tone she uses
when she has, once again, done you
that unasked for favour. It would be
a relief to just up and slap her into
the middle of next week. You won’t

You finally got around to
looking at yourself in the
mirror. Standing there after
your shower examining each
and every flaw. The freckles,
the stretch marks, the odd
scar or two. Each one a
testament to a life lived.
You go out, do some
shopping, run into some
friends and spend a glorious
afternoon in a coffee shop.
The freedom makes you
giddy, drunk with that
wonderfully scary feeling of
weightlessness like you have
no responsibilities. There is
nothing to hold you to the
ground, nothing to stop you
floating to where you need to be, to
where you want to be.
The closer you get to home the
heavier your feet feel. By the time
you get to the front gate it’s like
lifting a concrete block with every
step. The closer you get to the door,
the lounge, the table. That table with
that package. The closer you get,
the more desperate you become,
the heavier you get, the further from
freedom you feel. Just looking at it
causes you to stop feeling or maybe
just stop caring.
If only you had been out when it was
delivered. Maybe you could have
avoided all this drama. Mrs Richie

of course. You never do. You just ride
out the anger until it’s gone or at
least buried somewhere deep.
It sits there. Patiently. Accusingly.
Possessively. Wrapped in its brown
shawl. Encased in institutionalised
anonymity. It has no value, no
meaning except that which you
place on it. You don’t think these
thoughts they just are. Something
in your head now that wasn’t there
a few seconds ago. That’s another
thing just starting to return, your
awareness of you, of who you are.
It’s taken months to get that back.
Weeks of not caring, not feeling, no
thoughts of the future beyond a mild

curiosity. Days of wondering if there
is a you shaped spot in the calendar
where you used to be.
The buzz of lunch long gone you
sit and stare at it some more. A
glass of wine in your hand, the now
empty bottle standing on the floor
beside your chair. Light from the late
afternoon sun reflects off the vase
your mother bought you as a house
warming gift. The flowers in
it long withered to dust, the
mummified remains covering
dead flies at the bottom
hidden by brown stains. You
stare at it for hours. It sits
there flat, inert, neutral. It has
no value, no meaning beyond
what you make of it. You had
forgotten it was coming.
You have forgotten the
pleasure you had when
making it, the excitement
you felt when you clicked
the payment button to
order it, the anticipation
you felt right up to the time
the doorbell rang and the
woman informed you about
what had happened. By the time you
look up it is dark and late. Not quite
a blackout, not quite a conscious
moment. Somewhere in there you
have made a decision.
It is morning. You do the things
you do when you don’t have to go
to work. Something is different.
This morning you’re not operating
on automatic. This morning you
are making conscious decisions.
This morning you sit and finally flick
through the coffee table book, the
photos you took and the memories
of Sebastian just before he was run
over. He was such a companionable
cat and you miss him.
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Writing Workshops
Every Tuesday 1.30 – 3.30
At the St Kilda Library
150 Carlisle Street, St Kilda
Been meaning to drop into the writing workshops?
You don’t need to book or ring; just turn up. The workshops are free
and open to everyone. They are a great way to unearth and polish your
creative writing skills with a friendly bunch of people, amazing tutors
and afternoon tea. See you there!
For more information call Philippa on 9531 1954.

#60
How about becoming a friend of Roomers?
For as little as $50 per year you can help Roomers keep going.
We are always in search of funds to continue publishing Roomers as
a quarterly magazine and running weekly creative writing workshops.
Friends of Roomers receive:
4 copies of Roomers posted annually
Invitations to any spoken word/performances and launches
A warm and fuzzy feeling in your belly
Individual (low income): $50 per year
Individual (cashed up): $60 per year
Not for profit organisations: $70 per year
Others: $90 per year
We want your stories and poems and songs and
articles and musings and photos and artwork
And we want them now.
When you send your work in please include your name and address
so we can contact you. We never print people’s addresses and you
can be anonymous if you like a little mystery in your life.
Contact Philippa Armstrong on 9531 1954
or write to PO Box 57 Elwood 3184 or
send us an email: roomersmag@yahoo.com.au
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